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One Landlord, One Vote
How a form of private governance is quietly remaking America’s cities.
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T

o get to work at the Washington Monthly each morning, I walk west on P Street, past stately mansions
row houses that are home to well-to-do urban professionals, then cut south to Connecticut Avenue acr

Dupont Circle, a grassy roundabout with park benches surrounding a marble fountain. The neighborhood a
Dupont Circle teems with wealth and history, but that’s not what you see in the park. Water ows from only
the fountain’s three spouts. Especially on weekends, the trash cans ll to the brim, and excess garbage swirls
the wind like tumbleweeds. The park is infested with so many rats—by one measure, more than a thousand—
someone created a satirical Yelp page for the “Dupont Circle Rat Sanctuary.”
For lunch I sometimes head two blocks farther south on Connecticut to Farragut Square, a park about the sa
size as Dupont Circle. There, owers bloom in manicured beds, litter is quickly scooped up by workers in ye
jumpsuits, and local of ce workers on park benches type away on their laptops using the park’s public wi- .
Just a half mile separates Dupont Circle from Farragut Square. So what explains the difference between the
parks? Different management. While Dupont Circle is directly overseen by the government (in D.C., that me
the National Park Service, which has a $12 billion maintenance backlog), the city has handed the job of main
ing Farragut Square to a private entity called the Golden Triangle Business Improvement District. (Golden T
gle is the name that’s been given to a forty-three-square-block section of downtown D.C. that surrounds Farr
Square.) Business improvement districts, or BIDs, are a form of governance that didn’t exist

y years ago bu

spread across urban America with increasing speed. They are to commercial neighborhoods roughly what h
owner associations are to residential neighborhoods. That is, they are nonpro t entities controlled by local l
lords that provide planning and supplemental municipal services to the area, funded by a tax-like fee that th
landlords levy on themselves.
The building owners aren’t spending this cash out of the kindness of their hearts—it’s a thinly veiled scheme
jack up property values by making the area more desirable. Golden Triangle has succeeded at both: property
prices have soared, and the quality of life in the area has improved. Golden Triangle spends upward of $2 m
/

annually to hire street sweepers and “ambassadors” who roam the streets on Segways to guide lost tourists a
keep an eye out for crime. Last year alone, the BID removed more than 64,000 bags of litter. To bring some c
ter to this otherwise antiseptic slice of downtown D.C., Golden Triangle screens movies on the Farragut Squ
park lawn and installs public art: currently, six sculptures from Burning Man, the Nevada art and culture fes
are scattered throughout the area. From my of ce, I can spot landscapers planting owers in the median an
woman in a “HOMELESS OUTREACH” T-shirt sitting cross-legged in conversation with a panhandler.
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Results like these help explain the growing popularity of BI
New York City has the most, with seventy- ve, more than h
which were created in the past two decades. D.C. has ten, a
percent of people who work in the city work in an area con
by one of them. But BIDs aren’t limited to the handful of th
American cities—half the nation’s roughly 1,500 BIDs are in
of fewer than 100,000 people.
Despite their ubiquity and power, BIDs are largely invisible
public—even to those who live and work in the zones they c
trol. Part of the reason is that they tend to work so well. Th
better able, or at least more willing, to make places more in
esting and inviting than city governments typically are. But

you’re like me, you’re probably thinking that there’s got to be a downside to outsourcing large swaths of citie
property-owning elites. And you’re right. By hiking up property values, BIDs drive up rents, making of ce an
tail space increasingly unaffordable for non-wealthy tenants. It’s like gentri cation, but with a crucial differ
whereas the people who lose out from gentri cation are mostly low-income, minority residents priced out o
rental apartments, neighborhoods run by BIDs are largely commercial, so there typically aren’t that many re
dents to displace. Rather, the main victims of BIDs are small businesses that can survive only if the rent on t
of ces or storefronts isn’t too high.
In most cities, these businesses tend to be modest retail stores, like corner groceries, auto repair shops, fam
owned restaurants, and neighborhood accountants and dental practices. In D.C., where the dominant indus
politics, the equivalent rms are modest nonpro ts. These include obscure professional groups, like the Nat
Assembly of State Arts Agencies (yes, a real entity, located a few oors above the Washington Monthly), or m
sion-driven out ts like the Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless or the National Whistleblower Center.
For decades these operations have seen their rents climb from competition for of ce space with the creepin
pansion of white-shoe law and lobbying rms representing wealthy corporate interests. BIDs have juiced tha
process by further helping elevate property values to the point where landlords—many of them multination
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porations—are vastly upgrading their properties with the aim of attracting higher-paying tenants and, ultim
ipping the buildings for a nice pro t. Each time an older, lower-rent downtown of ce building is converted
luxury status, it bumps up rents for the nonpro ts competing over the reduced of ce space remaining at the
end.
One such building, on the western edge of the Golden Triangle, was a popular home for nonpro ts until 201
when all the tenants were kicked to the curb for a gut renovation. It now sports a shiny glass facade and a hy
coffee and wine bar, but the rent is double what it was ve years ago, putting it well out of reach for most no
pro ts. Since 2010, “renovated buildings have replaced three to four entire city blocks,” said Josh Hartman o
real estate rm Avison Young. “The small guys are being squeezed. It can be an existential problem.” The no
pro ts are forced to choose between moving out of downtown D.C. and away from the action they already st
to be a part of, or closing altogether.

/

Before and a er: Capitol Riverfront was once dotted with empty lots and decrepit buildings, including at this intersection
Jacqueline
Half and M Streets, photographed in July 2006 and June 2018.

In other cities, the stakes are high in a different way. Small businesses have long been the sputtering engine
economic and job growth in the United States, and low-rent commercial space has served as both a petri dis
start-ups and a rung on the ladder of mobility for families who own small businesses. But in many cities, esp
/

ly those growing the fastest, BIDs are making it harder and harder for small, independent businesses to surv
The solution to this problem is not to outlaw BIDs, which do a lot of good. It’s to make them more democrati

T

he seeds of business improvement districts were planted in the ashes of crumbling inner cities. A er
War II, as African Americans migrated to northern cities, white people ed en masse for newly built s

urbs. The population of Washington, D.C., peaked at 800,000 in the 1950s; by 2000, almost a third of the resid
had le , taking much of the tax base with them and leaving behind a city plagued by crime and poverty. The
charred remains of neighborhoods rebombed during the 1968 riots still languished some three decades lat
the nation’s capital became the nation’s murder capital, as well.
As Americans eschewed downtown stores for suburban malls, struggling property owners huddled together
local of cials to gure out how to stop the hemorrhaging. They suggested privatization—then the rage—as a
to supplement diminished municipal services. The rst BID, in Toronto, popped up in 1970, and four years l
one in New Orleans followed. From there, BIDs slowly inched their way across the U.S., and by 1996, D.C.’s c
council passed the BID Act, paving the way for the district’s ten BIDs. The premise is simple: Making neighb
hoods cleaner and safer goes a long way toward bringing in customers.
“D.C. has to spread its resources evenly over sixty-four square miles,” said Chris Leinberger, a professor at G
Washington University who studies urbanism. “It wouldn’t be fair to give one part of town preferential treatm
But in downtown D.C. or Georgetown, the level of service needed to compete and to create a really special p
much higher than what the city can provide.”
The DowntownDC BID, which runs east from the White House to the Capitol, is by far the city’s largest and
wealthiest. When Rich Bradley founded the BID in 1997, the Verizon Center—where the Washington Wizard
Capitals play, now called the Capital One Arena—was just opening, but the area had of ce buildings and littl
“The workforce dropped by almost 60,000 people during the Clinton years,” Bradley told me. “There were ve
restaurants of any kind.”
Two decades ago, more than 100 unkempt vacant lots were scattered around downtown; today, there are few
than ten. Crime has dropped by a third since 1999. That’s part of a broader decline, but the BID likely played
role: at least one academic study has found that BIDs are associated with a meaningful decrease in robbery
violent crime compared to neighborhoods without them.
When the Washington Convention Center, a brutalist eyesore, was demolished in the early 2000s, the DowntownDC BID began brainstorming what to put in its place. CityCenter, the eventual replacement, is a gleami
scale emporium of forty high-end shops and restaurants cased in soulless, boxy architecture. The stores, wh
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include Gucci, Dior, and Hermes, make CityCenter reek of conspicuous consumption and corporate soulless
But, for all of its undeniable faults, it’s the backbone of a walkable neighborhood to which, for the rst time
decades, Washingtonians and tourists are actually ocking.

O

n a balmy April a ernoon, Michael Stevens, who runs the Capitol Riverfront BID in Southeast D.C., w
ing me a tour of his domain. “Here’s Nationals Park, the baseball stadium, and the Washington Navy

The new ICON theater will go here.” Pointing to his le , he showed me Audi Field, the new soccer stadium s
open in July. “The old Coast Guard building will be repurposed as apartments. There’s a new condo building
der construction over here, too.”
I shivered. This whole tour was taking place not on the street, but in an air-conditioned tenth- oor conferen
room as, gripping a laser pointer, Stevens guided me through a ten-foot-long scale model of the Capitol Rive
front, dotted with tiny trees and a curving simulacrum of the Anacostia River. Outside, a forest of cranes ma
the real-life construction projects in the works. A bespectacled sixty-four-year-old with a goatee and a southe
drawl, Stevens is the mastermind of development in a region that, for more than a century, was D.C.’s indust
armpit. “It’s a complete neighborhood, built from scratch,” he remarked with pride.
Most Washingtonians don’t know this patch of Southeast D.C., bounded by I-695 to the north and the Anacos
River to the south, as Capitol Riverfront, a moniker that’s a bit of focus-grouped branding from Stevens and
team. It’s still more widely known as the Navy Yard or “Near Southeast,” or, maybe, “that area by the ballpark
You wouldn’t know it now, but this was the city’s rst industrial
neighborhood. Starting in 1799, warships were manufactured at
the Washington Navy Yard, along the Anacostia, but a vibrant
neighborhood never coalesced. By the 1980s, there were plans to
tear it all apart to build a mall. In the ’90s, the area was designated a Superfund site a er toxic waste leeched into the soil and water. Fast-food chains, car repair shops, and gay warehouse nightclubs were just about the only businesses still around.
“There used to be Saturdays and Sundays when I would walk
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around taking pictures for three or four hours and might see one
or two other people who weren’t in cars,” said Jacqueline Dupree, who, since 2003, has been writing and pho
tographing the neighborhood for her blog, JDLand. “There was just nobody, except construction workers.”

/

In the late ’90s, the military relocated 4,000 workers to the Navy Yard and sold off some extra unused land to
vate developers. A few of ce buildings popped up to accommodate all the defense contractors. Then, in 200
Department of Transportation opened a new, $300 million headquarters, followed, a year later, by the Wash
Nationals stadium, which put the neighborhood on the map for locals for the rst time. Almost simultaneou
these new landlords, sensing opportunity, banded together to start the BID, with Michael Stevens as preside
A decade ago, drug deals were openly negotiated in the shadows of the Navy Yard complex, and, according t
study done at the time, just 6 percent of workers and residents called the area “safe.” In 2006, more than 160
were broken into. Among Stevens’s rst moves was to hire street sweepers and security to buzz around the n
borhood. In the past year and a half, not a single car has been robbed, and nearly 90 percent of people who
time here call it safe.
As of ce buildings rose and residents trickled in, one major problem was that there wasn’t enough public tr
to accommodate them. While the Navy Yard metro stop has been a xture in the neighborhood since the ear
’90s, bus routes mostly passed it over. So Stevens and his team started to lobby the city to add more. Ten bus
now service the area, including one that zips back and forth between the Navy Yard and Union Station, D.C.’
transit hub.
The increase in public transit brought residents, but businesses didn’t immediately follow. So, in the same c
ence room where he and I spoke, Stevens has wooed new retail tenants, cobbling together a neighborhood w
visitors do more than just parachute in for a baseball game. In 2012, the BID helped convert an old industria
building into shops and restaurants, including a brewpub that lls up on weekends and where you can nd,
your thing, guava- and passion-fruit- avored beer. Another draw is Yards Park, along the banks of the Anaco
Once an awkwardly shaped, abandoned scrap of land, the park is now a genuinely beautiful public space, w
futuristic-looking pedestrian bridge spans a large wading pool full of splashing children on warm days. The
effect has been a population boom: 8,000 people live here now, making Capitol Riverfront the city’s fastest-g
ing neighborhood. Today, block a er block of the Capitol Riverfront is lled with colossal glass of ce towers
upscale apartment buildings with roo op terraces that overlook Nationals Park.
Partly because of Stevens’s focus on attracting businesses, thirteen new restaurants opened up last year, incl
Rasa, a stylish fast-casual Indian restaurant. “Michael Stevens took more than an hour to walk us through th
neighborhood and answer all our questions,” said Sahil Rahman, a cofounder of the restaurant. “He helped
choose to open up here.”
If all goes to plan, even more changes could be afoot: Capitol Riverfront is one of four neighborhoods that D
has offered to Amazon as the location for their second headquarters, which would bring in 50,000 more emp
ees. Even without Amazon, the population is expected to swell to 20,000 within the next decade, which woul
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make it the city’s most densely populated neighborhood—built on land that not too long ago was mostly vaca
decrepit lots.

C

oney Island, New York, is a different story—a historic neighborhood, de ned by commerce, that has f
on hard times. Tucked at the southernmost tip of the Brooklyn waterfront, Coney Island was once a th

ing summer destination for New Yorkers seeking a city escape. But ve years a er Hurricane Sandy ripped a
the boardwalk, the neighborhood still hasn’t recovered. Vacant storefronts line Mermaid and Neptune Aven
Most of the remaining businesses, many with deep roots in this insular community—three generations of W
skys have run Wilensky Hardware since 1920—are struggling to stay a oat. Coney Island’s median household
come, a sliver below $30,000, is the second lowest in Brooklyn.
“This is old-school New York,” Daniel Ioannou, a lifelong resident, said. “Starbucks hasn’t moved in here yet
Coney Island, in other words, could really use a BID. Yet when the Alliance for Coney Island, a nonpro t coa
of local businesses, proposed one last fall, some local merchants revolted. More than sixty business owners
signed a petition signaling their opposition to the plan. Their reasoning is simple: the rising property values
BIDs promise could mean higher rents that would drive them out of business.
The man leading the charge, Edwin Cosme, owns Hair For U, a salon on Mermaid Avenue sandwiched betwe
pharmacy and an accountant’s of ce. “This is an unfair tax on the local businesses,” said Cosme, a lifelong C
Island resident with a distinct Brooklyn accent. “It’s going to help the amusement parks, but it’s not going to
me.”
With pro bono help from the Brooklyn Law School Community Development Clinic, Cosme is making his gr
ances heard, dra ing a letter to his city councilman sketching out his worry that Coney Island will turn into
another Brooklyn neighborhood that pushes out its longtime residents due to rising rent and costs of living.”
Existing small businesses can be rst to feel the impact when BIDs are formed. It’s no surprise, then, that th
so vocal in opposing them. A proposed BID in Alexandria, Virginia, was scrapped last year a er small busin
mobilized against it. In Manhattan’s Chinatown, a public discussion about a BID ended in st ghts.
Property owners agree to tax themselves to pay for a BID, but they can easily just pass that cost on to their te
(Some leases explicitly specify that tenants pay all the property taxes.) On average, property values rise 15 pe
faster in areas with BIDs than in those without them. For struggling small businesses, that translates into hig
rents.

/

“BIDs end up being the most problematic in low-income neighborhoods where the business owners are just
out a living,” said Sharon Zukin, a sociologist at Brooklyn College. “They don’t really have the money to cont
to a sizable budget that would pay for things like street cleaning and holiday lighting.” In a ploy to bring in n
customers, BIDs market areas in ways that favor trendy newcomers at the expense of established businesses
small hair salon like the one Cosme owns doesn’t do much for a BID keen on cozying up to moneyed Millenn
shoppers. Ceding more control of commercial districts to the wealthiest coterie of property owners means a
erence for disproportionately upscale businesses.
BIDs also accelerate the chain-i cation of retail, because chains have the ability to subsidize a new location
customer base develops. Small businesses don’t have that luxury. In CityCenter, the gargantuan developmen
that’s the crown jewel of the DowntownDC BID, there are thirty stores that wrap around the building; by my
count, all but a couple are chains.
Stacey Sutton, a professor of urban planning at the University of Illinois at Chicago, set out to investigate jus
businesses are faring in New York City neighborhoods with BIDs relative to similar ones without them. She w
able to nd any clear evidence that BIDs improve the prospects of retailers, and in neighborhoods that have
high number of small businesses, sales declined 22 percent and employment dropped 19 percent compared
eas without BIDs. “BIDs may do well at attracting new businesses,” Sutton told me, “but they’re not necessar
sustaining or helping the businesses that are there grow.”
The goal shouldn’t be to arti cially prop up Edwin Cosme’s shop—individual small businesses come and go,
all—but rather to preserve the environment in which future hair salons and hardware stores in Coney Island
thrive. Small businesses, historically a vital component of American job creation and upward mobility, have
under siege for decades, squeezed by the forces of consolidation, nancialization, and technological change
Stacy Mitchell, “The Truth About Big Business”). Nationally, the number of small retailers has declined by 4
cent over the past twenty years. Last year, more stores closed up shop than in any other year in American hi
Small businesses have enough challenges without the additional stress of a BID.
Coney Island is just the type of neighborhood that could suffer from a BID. The bones of a forty-story luxury
apartment building, set to open next year, looms over Cosme’s storefront, a reminder of the kind of creeping
tri cation that he worries a BID would accelerate. “The business owners are the ones who are going to bear
brunt of this BID,” he tells me. “We don’t want this. We didn’t ask for this.”

T

he privatized structure of BIDs may raise liberals’ hackles, but it’s clear that BIDs can be a useful tool t
make neighborhoods into places where people actually want to spend their time. Many big-city mayor

who are overwhelmingly Democratic—have thrown their weight behind them. D.C. Mayor Muriel Bowser re
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doled out grants totaling $300,000 to ve neighborhoods thinking about forming their own BIDs. (One of the
grantees, Dupont Circle, with the decaying park, will start collecting taxes from business owners in the fall.)
Still, there are real downsides to BIDs for renters and small business owners, who will not bene t from risin
property values and may ultimately be pushed out of the area. Luckily, this isn’t a hugely dif cult problem to
edy. The best, and easiest, way to revamp how BIDs are run is through city halls; they’re the ones who legisla
what BIDs can and can’t do, while holding them accountable to the public. But too o en, they renege on that
sponsibility.
Cities have to reauthorize BIDs every ve years, but they tend to essentially rubber-stamp the proposals and
forget they exist in the intervening years. Only a few times have BIDs really run amok—in the 1990s, New Yo
Grand Central Partnership was caught paying homeless people $1 an hour for grueling jobs, and a decade la
the head of New York’s Washington Heights BID was ousted a er revelations that, for eleven years, he had ea
$117,000 for a do-nothing job while living large in the Poconos. Political scientist Abraham Unger has found
in New York, the department of small business services regulates BIDs while simultaneously advocating on
behalf. (It’s as if the EPA were also tasked with lobbying for more coal mines.)
The required BID reauthorizations provide the perfect moment to start holding BIDs accountable and to rem
them into something more than just property value–boosting machines. The local governments that allow B
form should force them to consider the interests of the community beyond just landlords. They could mand
that a certain percentage of businesses in the district be independent, or that BIDs provide below-market re
nonpro ts and small businesses, who are most at risk of being harmed by higher rents. It would be analogo
laws that set aside a certain number of units in new apartment buildings for low-income renters.

The local governments that allow
BIDs to form should force them
to consider the interests of the
community beyond just
landlords. They could mandate
that a certain percentage of
businesses in the district be
independent, or that BIDs
provide below-market rent to
nonpro ts and small businesses.

Really, the best way for BIDs to look out for the interests of
businesses is to reserve places for them on the boards that
the decisions about how BIDs are run. BID-enabling laws te
specify that a majority of the voting members be property o
ers, which inevitably fosters resentment from powerless sm
businesses—and runs counter to the constitutional ideal th
everyone should have the same voting power. In Washingto
city where license plates are engraved with the slogan “No t
tion without representation,” you would think that the city
cil would have already realized that the power structure of
might bene t from some restructuring.
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Depending on what a city allows, BIDs can take just about any form. “BIDs are a neutral instrument,” said Zu
“They can be used for whatever the legislation in that locality says they can be used for. BIDs can do almost
thing.” So, rather than just letting BIDs do their thing unregulated, cities should be coaxing them to broaden
work. BIDs could be part of an aggressive agenda to boost the affordable housing stock. Especially in poorer
neighborhoods, they could be training young residents as tomorrow’s entrepreneurs to take over when busi
owners die without successors—a problem that leads many of the local businesses to shut down.
BIDs in Europe offer a framework for how they might become more inclusive here in the U.S. In the Netherl
and the United Kingdom, where BIDs have taken off recently, business owners, not landlords, control and p
into the BID; unless a majority of business owners approve of it, a BID doesn’t get implemented.
“BIDs have done a remarkable job at economic development,” said Chris Leinberger, the George Washington
versity professor. “But now cities need to tell them to add to the scope of their work. They should also be loo
at social equity.”
When children are taught the basics of American government in elementary school, the role of local govern
is typically a footnote. Washington and state capitals, we’re told, are where the wheels of government really
But today, a great deal of innovation is happening in metro areas, where most Americans live, and where the
whelming majority of the country’s economic output is generated: the GDP of the ten largest cities exceeds t
thirty-six states combined.
“Cities are in a radical state of evolution, because so much more is demanded of them,” said Bruce Katz of th
Brookings Institution and the author of The New Localism. “They are now responsible for solving most of so
ety’s hardest problems, and they need more sophisticated mechanisms than just government alone to design
deliver.”
BIDs are one of these mechanisms. But even as metro economies thrive, crime remains low, and once-dilap
regions blossom anew, you don’t have to look too hard to see the lingering woes. The rent is too damn high,
putting big cities and good jobs out of reach for many working- and even middle-class residents. Public tran
tems are crumbling and chronically underfunded. The wounds of segregation have been slow to heal.
BIDs were drawn up at a moment when cities were reaching for the de brillator to resuscitate their downtow
That era has passed. Can BIDs now adapt to meet the current challenge?
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